DOMINATE YOUR SPACE!
What separates us from other SEO agencies
The quick spiel is that we have consistently proven that we understand SEO better
than the broad competition and give it the attention it deserves. We separate out
the strategy into currently ranking URL's, volume keywords, competition specific
keywords, legitimate backlinking at 10x the quantity, topic saturation and
aggressive targeting and retargeting of your identified audience. We use many
tools to heat map the site to perfect call to action conversions and call metrics
integrated with UX/UI optimization.

In short, we don't play games and we also don't take on
every client we run into. We must believe in the ability for
the "brand" to explode. Once we get our hands on it, we
can aggressively crush the identified competitors and
Dominate Your Space.

Google makes changes daily, so it is important that we
understand how those changes are impacting what the
algorithm wants from a website. This translates into a
real world result of the following: when we run a
campaign, we are not guessing. We are basing it on
data that we have seen work, through testing. We are
never interested in engaging with competing SEOs
about links, page structures, or general strategy. We're
not saying that our way is the only way; its's not, and
some people use other methods successfully. There are
various ways to run a successful campaign - We base
ours on years of data that we know works.

We set ourselves apart from any other agency in our
deliverbles and how we execute campaigns. With our
years of building relationships we are able to offer a far
greater delivery rate ie backlinks, keywords to
outperform other campaigns.

SOME OF THE BRANDS WE HAVE
WORK WITH

COMPANY OVERVIEW
35 Years of experience in SEO and digital marketing.
Scaled other agencies to 7 figured focused on SEO and digital marketing.
SEO certified - eMarketing Institute.
Digital Marketing Certified - SEMRush Academy.
Ran over 500 SEO campaigns in a wide variety of industries ranging from local
service companies, to ecom brands, to large health providers targeting
international audiences, with SEO budgets ranging from as large as $95K and
Paid Adspend of $150K, down to smaller companies with a digital budget as low
as $1,500 a month.

www.privatesectorseo.com

